
Strategic Campaign
and Content Calendar

Development



Content Marketing Institute’s 
2021 Survey Key Insights:

1 - Organizations see content development as a necessary business 
strategy in structuring sales, marketing and rev gen efforts

2 - Most understand the value of creating consistent content 
experiences across the customer journey, using benefit-driven 
language on all touchpoints



Content Marketing Institute’s 
2021 Survey Key Insights:

3 - Even basic efforts are gaining meaningful insights and analytics

4 - Though seen as valuable most cite integration, lack of training 
and available time to map out strategy as roadblocks



90/10 Rule in Marketing:
The Most Efficient Use of Your Time

Goals, Target Audience, Messaging

Journey, Channels, Touchpoints 

Asset Identification and Buildout 

Content Calendar, Automation 



Streamline Your Efforts 
to Maximize Your Time

 Campaign Goal Planning: working from mission/vision 
statements and sales targets as a basis to build goals in 
addressing target audience with specific messaging and 
call-to-action prompts

 Target Audience: research surrounding properties and 
conduct demographic search per geographic reach

STAGE 1
STRATEGIZE



Building the Path Toward
Conversion with Stepping Stones 

 Customer Journey: identify how a lead comes into contact 
with the property and how to direct them once on the path

 Channels: identify what communication tools will reach them

 Touchpoints: drill down communication with leads toward the 
goal of conversion

STAGE 2
PLAN



Building Communication Tools
That Best Suit the Target Audience 

 Meet Them Where They Are: give them a reason to connect -
likely a mix of print and digital touchpoints 

 Building Campaign Tools: design for maximum use across all 
channels knowing tactics can be repurposed for future campaigns

STAGE 3
PRODUCE



Campaign and Content Calendar
Planning, Sequential Automation

 Map Out Your Efforts: layer in channels and each touchpoint 
along the journey, set deadlines for task completion and time 
frames for collecting data   

 Automate Touchpoints Within Your CRM: assign actions 
associated with each touchpoint, assets needed per

STAGE 4
MANAGE



Resort / Daily Fee Example: Kapalua Golf Club



Generic Content Calendar Example



Generic Social Media Calendar Example



The Ten Percent - Steps 5 Through 7:
Publish, Analyze, Maintain

 Load up and pre-schedule a month’s worth of social posts; 
link assets to form submissions; build/schedule nurture 
campaigns; have information packets ready for in-person visits

 Watch the data, tweak as necessary

 Start the cycle over again! 



Resources

Goal Planning, Target Audience and Messaging:
Sales Campaign Planning

Effective CTAs
ESRI Demographic / Geographic Research
Social Listening

Content Building:
Links for various templates



Thanks for participating today!


